
SN Item Description unit Quantity

Unit 

Price 

(SDG)

Total Price (SDG)

Foundations

Excavations should be as per standard

technical specifications. Price is inclusive of

planning, Excavations and filling of sides if

necessary, removal of earth and disposal

out of the site and clearance of beds to the

required depth as per technical drawings.
Drilling in well at a dimension of 3.2*3m

and a depth not exceeding 4m and located

the excavated soil to selected location

Cum 22.4

9

Provide & casting reinforce concrete beam

section 20*20 cm mix 1:2:4, concrete beam

will be Joining with external wall

6m*2.4m,4T12mm,c/c steel bars will be used

as well, 4times/day/4days watering will be

used.

M.L 33.5

10

Provide & casting reinforced concrete slab

thick 12 cm mix 1:2:4 use rebar 4 lina in space

15cm c/c in both side , 4times/day/4days

watering will be 

Sqm 1.08

11

Provide & build wall using, bricks high quality,

strong, construction of wall will be in mix 1:8

cement & sand mortar ,3times/day/4days

watering will be used 

Sqm 25

12

Provide & casting reinforced concrete slab

thick 10 cm mix 1:2:4 use rebar 4 lina in space

15cm c/c in both side as latrines

roof,4times/day/4days watering will be used.

Sqm 1.4

13

Provide & fix plastic pipe for ventilation 12

bars capacity, to 75cm above the parapet as

showing on the drawing.

PCs 1

14
Provide & fix metalic exported manhole cover

50X50cm,
PCs 1

15
Provide &install arabic toilet seat as best

quality of materials.
PCs 2

16

Provide& fix steel door size 70 * 180cm using

steel hollow metal pipe 3*6cm heavy type

1mm thick, as well as metalic sheet 1mm

include painting will be used.

PCs 2

BOQ for  construction VIP latrines(with two drops hall) in Dirbat 



17

Provide & fix steel window size 40 * 40cm

using steel hollow metal pipe 3*6cm heavy

type 1mm thick, as well as 1mm thick wire

mesh( rough) and fine one include painting .

PCs 2

17

Provide & make plastering for internal &

external wall by rate mix c/s 1:6

3times/day/3days watering will be used.

Sqm 50

18
Provide & painting lime with emulsion paint for

internal wall
Sqm 50

19

Provide & construct latrines steps (2steps)

25cm height with 6.25m long & 30cm width

using cement mortar in 1:8 rate

3times/day/3days watering will be used, the

steps should be fit for the people with

disability.

Job 1

provide and make visibility action by painting

Mercy Corps and SHF logos 
Job 1

20 Cleaning of site and make good backfilling Job 1

TotaL COST for one VIP latrine with two

drop holes

VAT17%

Total cost including VAT17%

TOTAL COST in USD (1USD= 565

Contractor Name:___________________________________________________________________

Contractor Address:_________________________________________________________________

Contractor Signature:________________________________________________________________


